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INFLUENCE OF COULOMB FIELDS ON THE FORMATION OF EMITTANCE
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The modern colliders require intensive high quality electron beams. The beam parameters for such
projects, as SKEKB [1,2], FCC [3] or Super C-Tau factory [4] need the beam charge of a few nC (1-6.5 nC),
the energy spread less than 1%, the normalized transverse emittance less than 20 mm۔mrad, The DC electron
guns with thermionic cathode allow to achieve the beams with such charges, but the low emittance and the
energy spread are difficult to obtain with such guns. For example, when one uses S-band accelerating
structures, the beam length has to be of a few millimeters, and to have the energy spread less than 1%. There
is nothing wrong with that, since for FCC or Super C-Tau Factory the rms energy spread is about 0.1%,
therefore the beam length should be less than 1 mm in this case. Thus, the DC guns with thermionic cathode
need the bunching system, but the beam compressing with high quality can be a very difficult challenge.
In spite of the promising of the RF photoguns, there are a lot of challenges, which should be resolved.
One of these is the high charge of the beam, and especially the effect of them on the beam emittance. Since
1985, when the first photogun was constructed at the Los Alamos laboratory, such sources have become
more and more popular. Photoguns are promising sources of electron bunches with a small transverse
emittance [5-9].
The performed theoretical analysis and numerical calculations give an idea of the emittance acquired by
the bunch due to the influence of Coulomb fields when moving in the accelerating cavity of the photogun.
The data obtained provide a relationship between the emittance not only with the geometric dimensions of
the beam, but also with an arbitrary distribution of the space charge density in the bunch. It is shown that the
output value of the bunch emittance is minimal for a compact (uniform) charge distribution and increases
significantly when the charge is smeared for a normal distribution in the longitudinal and transverse
directions. For a bunch in the form of a thin disk, the growth of the transverse component of the emittance is
much greater than that for the longitudinal direction. In practice, the degree of smearing of the space charge
is determined by the shape of the laser pulse that excites photoemission. The results of numerical simulation
will further serve as the basis for comparing the degree of influence of the high-frequency field of the
resonators and the Coulomb fields of the bunch on the total emittance of the beam at the output of the
photogun. The analysis performed allows us to formulate a number of recommendations for the design of the
photogun to compensate for the growth of the emittance.
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